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Abst ract - -We present an overview of the locally self-consistent multiple scattering (LSMS) 
method. The method is based on real space multiple scattering theory, is naturally highly parallel, 
and has been implemented on Intel Paragon parallel platforms within the Center for Computational 
Sciences at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. O[N]-scaling is demonstrated for unit cells as large as 
1000 atoms. The LSMS method can be extended to treat noncollinear magnetic states of materials. 
We applied the method to calculating the ground state magnetic structure of Feo.65Nio.35 alloys. 
The result indicates the possible xistence of noncollinear arrangements of magnetic moments in 
these alloys. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first principles local density approx imat ion (LDA) [1,2] methods have enjoyed great  success 
in providing a detai led understanding of many physical propert ies of metals and simple alloy sys- 
tems. Recently, there has been considerable interest in the development of a new class of o rder -N  
(O[N]) methods for performing the first principles LDA calculations on complex systems [3--19]. 
An O[N] method is one for which the computat ional  effort required to t reat  an N-atom system 
grows l inearly with N rather than N 3, as in conventional LDA electronic structure methods.  The 
impetus  to develop such methods is coupled with the need to understand more complex systems 
where it is necessary to t reat  the interact ions between hundreds to thousands of atoms. Such 
systems include disordered and amorphous alloys, grain boundaries,  dis location core structures,  
surface and interface structure,  and noncoll inear magnetic structures in metals  and alloys, to cite 
a few. In addit ion,  the development of O[N]-methods is encouraged by advances in scaleable 
massively paral lel  processing (MPP)  computers.  State of the art  MPP  machines can have hun- 
dreds to thousands of compute processors with high speed message passing between them. For 
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example, the Intel Paragon model XP/S-150 has 1024 nodes, where each node has three proces- 
sors, two shared memory compute processors plus a communication processor to allow efficient 
internode communication. Clearly, O[N]-methods that efficiently decompose across the nodes of 
an MPP computer offer the possibility of truly scaleable approaches toLDA calculations. On the 
contrary, the N3-scaling of conventional methods prohibits their use in the large N regime almost 
independent of any reasonable expectations regarding the future development of computational 
technology. 
In this paper, we present an overview of the locally self-consistent multiple scattering (LSMS) 
[18,19] method that we have developed. The LSMS method is an O[N] method that is specifically 
designed for implementation MPP computers. In contrast o other O[N] methods [3-17] 
developed so far, it is an all-electron LDA method. Therefore, it has a wide range of applicability 
that includes transition metal alloys, magnetic alloys, and amorphous alloys. In the LSMS 
method, the problem of solving the quantum mechanical equations for a N-atom system is made 
tractable by decomposing it into N linked locally self-consistent subproblems using multiple 
scattering theory (MST) implemented in real space. In subsequent sections, we provide details 
of the LSMS method, and show scaling data for system sizes up to 1024 atoms. We show how 
the LSMS method can be extended to treat noncollinear magnetic structure in metals and alloys. 
The calculated magnetic ground state structure of disordered face-centered cubic (fcc) Fe0.65Ni0.35 
alloys are presented in the final section. 
2. THE LSMS METHOD 
In LDA the central quantity of interest is the electron density p(r) for the system. Conven- 
tionally, p(r) is obtained from the self-consistent solution of one-electron LDA equations of the 
form (in atomic units), 
[-V 2 q- Y(r)]k0n(r) = en~n(r), (1) 
p(r) = l  (r)l 2, (2) 
(n~( f  
Zi 2 f d3r ' p(r') +#xc[p(r)]. (3) 
V(r) = -2  . I , -  + I ; -P l  
In these quations, efis the Fermi energy which is determined from the constraint that f~ d3rp(r) 
gives rise to the total number of electrons in the system, #xc[p(r)] is the LDA exchange-correlation 
potential, and Ri is the positional vector of site i. The ground state total energy of the system 
is then obtained from 
E = ~ en - / d3rp(r)V(r) + Uc[p] + Exc[p], (4) 
(n ( ( f  JOO 
where the Coulomb and exchange-correlation energies, U¢[p] and Ex¢[p], respectively, are func- 
tional of electron density. 
The N 3 divergence associated with a conventional LDA method arises during the solution of the 
one-electron SchrSdinger equation (1), and results from the O[N 3] operations required to either 
diagonalize or invert (depending upon the electronic structure method used) a matrix whose size 
is proportional to N. Noting that the ground state total energy E is stationary with respect o 
variation of p(r), it is possible to use an approximate solution of the Schr5dinger equation and, 
therefore, an approximate p(r), without producing a large error in E. Thus, the way the problem 
of solving the LDA equations for a large, N-atom system can be made tractable is to decompose 
the larger problem for solving the Schr6dinger for the entire system into N linked subproblems. 
To do so, we decompose total electron density into contributions, pi(r), from each site through 
p(r) = ~ pi(r)~i(r), 
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where ai(r) is the truncation function [20] for the Voronoi polyhedron surrounding the ith site, 
and then obtain an approximation, p~(r),  to the exact pi(r). For this, we use real space MST 
and only consider the multiple scattering from a finite, M-atom spatial region surrounding each 
site. The cluster of M atoms included in the region is referred to as the local interaction zone 
(LIZ) of the atom. Every atom in the system is considered to be at the center of its own LIZ. 
It is important o note that the above decomposition is used only to facilitate the solution of 
the SchrSdinger equation. When calculating long range Coulomb interaction potentials for the 
next self-consistent field (SCF) iteration, we evaluate the potentials for the full N-atom system 
using standard methods. We refer to this procedure as local self-consistency to distinguish it from 
the normal self-consistency procedure where a standard reciprocal space band theory method is 
used to solve the SchrSdinger equation. The neglect of the direct long range quantum mechani- 
cal interactions means that some physical effects will not be included in our method. However, 
inclusion of a relatively small number of atoms within the LIZ, coupled with the accurate treat- 
ment of the Coulomb interactions, yields reliable charge densities, total energies, and magnetic 
properties. It is necessary to note that, even though the evaluation of the Coulomb interactions i  
not an O[N] procedure, the time prefactor for the procedure is very small. In fact, the dominate 
amount of computing time during each SCF interation is spent solving the SchrSdinger equation. 
In MST, each site is treated as an electron scatterer, and the single site scattering potential is 
given by v~(r) = V(r)a~(r). The quantity of main interest in real space MST is the scattering 
path matrix, 
_TM({~}i ;£) ~-- [TMI({~}i;£) _ ~_M(i ;£)]-1 , (S) 
where the symbol {~}i denotes the atom arrangement configuration i  the LIZ of atom i, e is 
the one-electron energy parameter. The real space structure constant, G_G_M(i; e), is composed of 
an M x M array of free-particle propagator sub-blocks g3k(e) that connect sites j and k. The 
t-matrix, TM({~}i; e), has M nonzero sub-blocks on the diagonal, each of which corresponds to 
a single site scattering matrix tJ(e), where j, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  M. The electron density in the vicinity 
of the site i can be calculated using 
p~4(r) = 2 imf_~oodeGM(r , r ;c ) ,  (6) 
in which the factor of 2 is for spin. The Green's function is given by 
GM(r, r'; e) = E Z}~(r< e) ~ ; [TM({~}i; e)ILL, Z~,(r>; e) - E Z~(r<; e)J~(r>; e), 
LL' L 
(7) 
where L represents a combination of angular and azimuthal quantum number l and m. Of r 
and r', r> is the one with larger magnitude, and r< is the one with smaller magnitude. The 
functions Z~(r; e) and J~(r; e) are regular and irregular solutions of the SchrSdinger equation 
corresponding to single site potential vi(r). Clearly, the LSMS algorithm is highly scaleable on 
MPP's since each node can be assigned the calculation of the T-matrix elements and the electron 
density for the atom(s) mapped onto it. Construction of the T-matrix at each site requires that 
each node inverts a matrix of dimension (/max ÷ 1)2M, where lm~x is the angular momentum cut 
off (typically, /max -< 3). Thus, the overall scaling is proportional to M3N, i.e., O[N] since the 
prefactor M 3 is independent of system size. If M << N, this is clearly advantageous compared 
to a conventional LDA method, for which the scaling is up to O[N3]. It is necessary to note 
that O[N] and conventional LDA methods both suffer from the phenomena that the iterations 
required to reach convergence an grow as N increases. This effect depends on the system under 
study and the quantities of interests. We take advantage of the Harris-Foulkes functional [21,22] 
to avoid the self-consistency when possible. 
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3. NONCOLL INEAR MAGNETISM 
There is a growing realization of the importance of understanding the magnetic behavior of 
systems in which the magnetic order is noncollinear [23,24]. By noncollinear we mean that the 
magnetic moments associated with individual sites in the crystal are not aligned along the same 
axis of spin quantization. This is in contra-distinction to the simple cases of ferromagnetic or- 
der, in which moments are parallel, and antiferromagnetic order, in which different site moments 
align antiparaliel. Noncollinear magnetism occurs even in ordered systems with no chemical dis- 
order such as Cr [25] and MnAu2 [26,27] which exhibits helimagnetism. In disordered systems 
such as substitutionally disordered and amorphous alloys, noncollinear magnetism is more com- 
mon [24,28-30]. In addition, noncollinear magnetism is a feature of most magnetic systems at 
finite temperature. 
Fortunately, MST provides a natural anguage for describing the electronic states of such spin 
canted systems. To extend the LSMS method to noncollinear magnetic states is in fact relatively 
straightforward. In MST approach, atoms in a crystal are treated as disjoint electron scatters. 
Assuming the magnetic moment orientation is sufficiently constant over some volume surrounding 
each site, it is possible to define for each atom a local, site dependent, frame of reference in which 
the local exchange field aligns in the local 'up' or 'down' direction e. In this local frame, standard 
methods for calculating the single scatterer t-matrix can be applied. Since each site has its own 
local frame, some unitary transformations are necessary when calculating the T-matrix and the 
Green's function. Given the Green's function in either the local or the global frame, the electron 
density and the magnetic moment density can be obtained using 
l Im Tr [/~oo dZOM({~,e}i;r;z) ] pL( r )  = (8) 
and 
• --lImTr[/~dZ¢M({~,e}i;r;z)~], (9) m (r) = 
where each component of vector & corresponds to a Pauli matrix. Note that in above expressions 
the Green function CM is a 2 × 2 matrix due to noncollinear magnetic interactions. As the 
iterations proceed, the new local frame e~ for each site is determined accordingly and is allowed 
to rotate to minimize the total energy. Thus, we can visualize a noncollinear magnetic structure 
in which the orientations of the local moments vary from site to site. 
4. PARALLEL  IMPLEMENTATION OF  THE LSMS METHOD 
A schematic representation of the mapping of the LSMS algorithm onto a MPP computer 
is displayed in Figure 1. Consider the ith atom of an N-atom system (only part of which is 
shown) where the LIZ of atom i is confined to its nearest neighbor shell (atoms j, k, l, m in the 
illustration). The LSMS algorithm proceeds as follows. An initial guess of the potential vi(r) and 
electron density p~(r) ,  for the i th site, and the positions of all atoms in the system, is loaded onto 
the ith-node. The node determines which other nodes are within its own LIZ. It then calculates 
the t-matrix, _t~(e), corresponding to its own potential and requests and receives the t-matrices of 
other atoms (nodes), i.e., tJ(e), tk(e), t z(e), and tin(e), within its own LIZ. In addition, it sends its 
own t-matrix to the nodes whose LIZ contains atom i. At this point, the ith-node has sufficient 
information to calculate the real space v-matrix elements (equation (5)), Green's function, and 
hence the local electron density pM(r) for the atom with which it is associated. Since all nodes 
execute this procedure, the total electron density is now known [p(r) = ~-~.ip~(r)a~(r)], and 
the potential for the next SCF iteration can be constructed. Calculation of long range Coulomb 
interaction potential apart, this is essentially a local process. Calculating the long range Coulomb 
potential requires knowledge of the boundary conditions of the large cell, as well as the electric 
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Figure 1. Mapping of the real space LSMS algorithm onto a massively MPP com- 
puter, assuming a one atom per node breakdown of the N-atom system. 
multipole moments on the remote sites which have to be exchanged among nodes. The complete 
process is then repeated until charge self-consistency is achieved. 
The above LSMS algorithm has been implemented on distributed memory massively parallel 
message passing platforms, as well as on heterogeneous computing systems under PVM network 
environment. To demonstrate its scalability, we show in Figure 2 how the execution time scales 
with respect o the unit cell size of an fcc Cu system up to 1024 atoms. The calculations 
were performed on the 1024-node Intel Paragon XP/S-150 supercomputer in the Center for 
Computational Sciences (CCS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The fact that measured 
execution time (squares) fall (with one exception) onto the solid line illustrates the O[N] scaling 
property of the LSMS algorithm. Importantly, the wall clock time per SCF iteration is essentially 
independent of system size, provided the number of nodes deployed is scaled along with the 
number of atoms (ideal scale up). 
5. MAGNETIC  STRUCTURE OF  Feo.65Nio.35 
Magnetic structure of FecNil_c alloys in the composition range around 65 atomic percent Fe 
has long been a matter of great scientific interest and controversy. In addition to exhibiting 
negligible coefficient of thermal expansion over a wide temperature ange, the property for which 
they are named INVAR, Fe0.65Ni0.35 alloys also show complex magnetic behavior. In fact, it is 
likely that the INVAR behavior is strongly coupled to the magnetic structure. In addition, it 
has been speculated that the magnetic state of FecNil_c alloys in the INVAR region may involve 
noncollinear arrangements of moments. 
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Figure 2. Scaling behavior of the LSMS algorithm. Solid squares: measured total 
execution time per SCF iteration versus the system size. Solid line: ideal O[N] 
scaling. 
We have appl ied the LSMS method to the electronic structure calculat ion of Fe0.65Ni0.35 alloys. 
The alloys were modeled by an fcc based large cell sample containing 256 latt ice sites ( latt ice 
parameter  of 6.6 Bohr) occupied randomly by 88 Ni and 168 Fe atoms (approx imate ly  a 35/65 
radio).  The calculat ion was carr ied out using 256 nodes on intel Paragon XP/S-150.  Self- 
consistent field potent ia ls  from a previous coll inear spin polar ized calculat ion were used as inputs. 
The sample was then init ial ized by associat ing with each atom an arb i t rary  moment  or ientat ion 
that  was generated using a random number generator.  This init ial configuration of moments  is 
shown in F igure 3 (left). 
. . . . .  o : . . . . . :  i . l  
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Figure 3. Magnetic moment orientations in a 256-atom large-cell model of an fcc 
Feo.65Nio.35 INVAR alloy. The small(large) spheres are Fe(Ni)-sites. The magnitude 
and direction of the magnetic moments are indicated by the length and direction of 
the arrows. Left: initial random orientation configuration. Right: final self-consistent 
orientation configuration. 
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The calculat ion was then i terated to self-consistency, not only in terms of the charge and mo- 
ment densit ies, but  also in terms of the or ientat ion configuration. The final moment  configuration 
is shown in F igure 3 (right). 
From the result, a complex magnet ic  structure is found involving noncoll inear configurations 
associated with Fe-rich regions. Interestingly, most magnet ic  moments (both Fe and Ni atoms) 
align ferromagnetical ly  (toward the magnet izat ion direction). A few sites, however, remain in 
which the magnet ic  moment is not paral lel  to the overall magnet izat ion direction, one site is 
ant iparal le l  and the other sites have their magnet izat ion canted with respect o the sample mag- 
net izat ion.  Careful examinat ion of these sites shows that  these atoms have either zero or one 
Ni a tom in the first neighboring shell. For Fe atoms surrounded completely by Fe atoms, they 
have ant i ferromagnet ic  al ignments, i.e., their moment or ientat ion is opposite to the magneti -  
zat ion direction, whilst for Fe atoms having only one Ni in their first neighboring shell, they 
have a var iety of noncoll inear magnetic moment arrangements.  It is interest ing to note that  an 
ant i ferromagnet ic  structure also exists in pure fcc Fe which consists of a l ternat ing layers of up 
and down magnet ic  moments  along the [001J-direction. As a mat ter  of fact, the occurrence of 
ant i ferromagnet ic  microstructure in FecNi l -c  INVAR alloys has been discovered by exper iment 
in which the ferromagnet ism is found coexist ing with the ant i ferromagnet ism in the alloys [31,32]. 
Our calculat ion indicates that  the Fe clusters are responsible for the ant i ferromagnetism. 
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